The topological view for connectedness is more general and is applied for topologies on discrete sets. Rough thinking is one of the topological connections to uncertainty. The purpose of this paper is to hybridize connectedness and rough set notions to get a new approach for handling uncertainty. The definition of connectedness in approximation spaces is introduced.
Preliminaries
This section presents a review of some fundamental notions of topological spaces and rough set theory.
A topological space [3] is a pair    , X consisting of a set X and family  of subsets of X satisfying the following conditions: The  -closure of a subset A of X is denoted by  A and it is given by } and :
A of X is denoted by  A and it is given by
Motivation for rough set theory has come from the need to represent subsets of a universe in terms of equivalence classes of a partition of that universe. The partition characterizes a topological space, called approximation space
, where X is a set called the universe and R is an equivalence relation [5, 6] . The equivalence classes of R are also known as the granules, elementary sets or blocks. We shall use x R to denote the equivalence class containing X x  , and R X / to denote the set of all elementary sets of R . In the approximation space
, the upper (resp. lower) approximation of a subset A of X is given by 
) [1, 4] .
be an approximation space with general relation R and K  is the topology associated to K . Then the triple
is called a topologized approximation space.
be a topologized approximation space. If X A  , then the lower approximation (resp. upper approximation ) of A is defined by
).
be a topologized approximation space. If
A and B are two subsets of X , then i)
Rough Connected Topologized Approximation Spaces
The present section is devoted to introduce the concept of rough connectedness in approximation spaces with general binary relations. The following definition introduces the concept of rough disconnected topologized approximation space.
be a topologized approximation space. Then  is said to be rough disconnected if there are two nonempty subsets A and B of X such that
and .
The space
 is said to be rough connected if it is not rough disconnected.
The following definition introduces concepts of definability for a subset A of X in a topologized approximation space
be a topologized approximation space and
 be a topologized approximation space and 
Proof. i) A is exact set if and only if
be a topologized approximation space such that
Hence the space
is a nonempty exact proper subset of X .
Proposition 2.2. If the topologized approximation space
is rough disconnected, then there is a nonempty exact proper subset of X .
Proof. Let

 
be a rough disconnected topologized approximation space. Then there exist two nonempty subsets A and B of X such that 
to a topologized approximation space
. Then the following statements are equivalent.
iii) The inverse image of each externally
Similarly we can prove (iii)  (ii).
is an externally Table 2. 1.
Since f is rough continuous, then from is a rough continuous mapping, then the inverse image of each exact set in Q is exact set in  .
Proof. Let
A be an exact set in Q , then A is both internally and externally  2 R definable set in Q . Hence by Theorem 2.2, we get 
 
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